Enticing aromas of ripe
pear, chalk and minerals.
The flavors show the same
confidence with a touch of
ginger spice and honey in a
supple, energetic, style
with stony depth. An engaging wine full of charm
and seductive balance.
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Complex and intense aromas
with a seductively silky palate
of raspberries and black
currants yet, dark and Brawny,
with coffee, black olive,
tobacco and plum flavors
carried by brambly tannins.
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Fresh, clean, dry Rose wine
from France's Loire Valley
with an abundance of bright
red fruit flavors (cherry,
straw be rry ) and f l o ral
aromas. The Cabernet Franc
comes through with excellent
aromatics and structure.
Perfect to enjoy all year
round! Great acidity and a
refreshing finale. Delicious!
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This is the best wine made at
this property and is only made
in the best vintages. With
complex and elegant aromas
and rich tannins, ripe fruits,
spicy notes. A full-bodied wine
and very well balanced. On the
palate is a pronounced
character of orange zest and
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This wine is from a vineyard next
to the River Vienne (a tributary of
the Loire) and is a perfect summer
red, packed with juicy, dark fruits,
blackcurrant leaf and capsicum.
It provides instant pleasure the
moment the cork is drawn.
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Complex and elegant with
rich tannins and ripe fruits,
as well as spicy aromas.
Beautifully exposed, this
estate produces a fleshy wine
stamped with the solidity of
the clayey and chalky soil.
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